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The cheer of the holidays has passed, but the Noah's Ark traveling circus has been making the

rounds, bringing fun and joy to children of all ages. However, as the ringmaster's cries fade away, a

disturbing trend begins to surface in the wake of the colourful entourage. Children seem to

disappear whenever the circus packs up for its next destination, and there are no clues...or

corpses...to be found. But when the situation calls for Ciel and Sebastian to infiltrate the big top, will

Sebastian's inhuman skills be enough to see him and his young master through a treacherous

tightrope act that may well end in death?
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Yana Toboso is the creator of the wildly popular series BLACK BUTLER which is currently serialized

in Square Enix's magazine MONTHLY GFantasy. Her previous work was a single volume entitled

RUST BLASTER.

Disclaimer: i'm an utter Kuroshitsuji (Black Butler) fan, so i'm a bit biased.Anyways, LOVE THIS

SERIES!!! LOVE THE ART!!! LOVE THE CHARACTERS!!!!!KKYAAA!!!! this is the first volume that

the front cover isn't a pic of Sebastian but of Ciel instead. I'm not complaining. this is a nice

change~. Content-wise, it's the beginning of the Circus Arc!!!!!! my fave arc so far in this series cuz

i've read all the japanese translations online that's been out so far, but I love this series so much i'm

collecting all the manga anyways! The circus arc is BEAUTIFUL the outfits are so intricate and



stylish, the makeup is amazing, and the borders and such drawn for embellishment go so well with

the art~. Also this shows Ciel's more clumsy side.Unfortunately, if you're looking for more main plot,

this volume might disappoint, however with all the jokes and hidden character development for Ciel,

I say it's well worth it. People need to look carefully and analyze why Ciel does what he does and

makes certain decisions since that's who he is.Ahem, not to mention, SEBASTIAN IS HAWT AS

ALWAYS~~~!!!!!!

This book starts out with the best arc of Black Butler in my opinion. It's just fantastic.

my daughter said she liked it a lot.

I ordered this volume along with nine other volumes from the same series. All of the books came to

me as described , new. The condition was great; no nicks, bends or tears anywhere. The covers

were shiny and free from finger prints (except my own I made during observation.) They all arrived

within the estimated delivery time frame and were packaged well.5 out of 5 stars.

Great series! I am enjoying these books and my Gram downloaded volume 6 for me while we were

on vacation.I had checked the rest out from public library.

when I finally got this in the mail. (took forever) it had some spine damage and the corners of the

book were worn a little. Which is annoying considering the fact that I had to wait for awhile to get it.

However the damage really wasnt all that bad and the story was a really good beginning to the

investigation. Especially compared to the last two books it was a lot more entertaining.

It was really good! My favorite Manga so far.I got it super fast and in perfect conditions!

I had so many expectations for this volume, and I can safely say it met all of them! The item was

packaged nicely and came quickly! I loved the Sebastian tiger scene, and Williams reappearance. I

would definitley recommened this book for all fans of Black Butler.
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